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NEXUS STAFF

LETTER FROM T HE EDITOR

LEAD EDITOR

Erin Sherrets

Dear Reader,

ASSISTANT LEAD EDITOR

MacKenzie Hamilton

It is with a bittersweet heart that we announce the graduation of several'editors. Including myself,
Nexus will be losing MacKenzie Hamilton, Matt Garrett, Porter Lyons, Paige McCain, Shannon Huelskamp, and Nina Knueven. We wish their futures to be bright and full of writing and editing!

LEAD FICTION EDITOR

Matt Garrett

Although we will be losing several editors to graduation, we are thrilled to welcome a new and passionate group of editors! We congratulate Lily Steger as our new Lead Editor, Kristina Bringman as our new

ASSISTANT FICTION EDITOR

Jeanne Bozard

ASSISTANT FICTION EDITOR

Paige McCain

new Lead Fiction Editor, and Asha Talib as our new Lead Arts Editor.

ASSISTANT FICTION EDITOR

Sruthi Tenkayala

These past three years serving as President and Lead Editor of Nexus has been immensely rewarding

ASSISTANT FICTION EDITOR

Christina Puntasecca Luiggi

ASSISTANT FICTION EDITOR

Kristina Bringman

ASSISTANT FICTION EDITOR

Lily Steger

ASSISTANT FICTION EDITOR

Emily Ward

ASSISTANT FICTION EDITOR

Asha Talib

Assistant Lead Editor, Christina Puntasecca Luiggi as our new Lead Poetry Editor, Aaron

Jenson as our

and I leave with a heavy heart. However, I know our future editors will continue to help Nexus flourish
and I am excited to see where they take Nexus.
I want to thank you, reader, for your interest in Nexus and our contributors.

Happy Writing,

Erin Sherrets
LEAD POETRY EDITOR

Porter Lyons

ASSISTANT POETRY EDITOR

Aaron Jensen

ASSISTANT POETRY EDITOR

Shannon Huelskamp

ASSISTANT POETRY EDITOR

Nina l<nueven

FACULTY ADVISOR

Cynthia Marshall
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Poetry
T he Water Issue
From the Miami to the Mediterranean, from raindrops to reflections, Fall 2017's theme seeks to capture
the deeper meaning behind water's role in the natural order.
The following are the winners of our theme exclusively related to or themed around water.

Tyler Wissman

Josh Compaleo

Living in the Present

A Crool< Named Omaha
When the ra in first started I headed home

Each surface holds soft waking

I was stopped on the street by a crook named Omaha

in that same vacuous rhythm

Time had drawn trenches in his skin

you hear when a long morning

Years of drinking exposed on his face like a poplar tree swelled with sap

resists to pass but achingly

He had hair so transparent,
that it reminded me of the white fern growing outside my bedroom window

persists to drain, seconds
perspiring like organ waves
in a sealed chapel

In a low voice he asked
"what's the difference between the person I am and the one you want to be?"
While I stood and thought he chimed that people have too much salt in them to freeze

after a terminal chord halts
its sustained breath, the space
st ill singing the hymn.
Its flex and form shelves

I asked if that's why he slept outside
He said that the weather was about to change across the earth
And only the rich would stay dry
He showed me the washboard ripples across his arms

and thumbs for questions
alongside its own voice
th e way your grandmother
Wades the carpeted steps

He called it bits of gold that helped ferment the pain

to the basement, acquainting

His eyes shifted and he whispered
"Do the things when you have the time, that come to mind when you're too busy
and you'll start to see the stars come out in the sky at noon
reliability is better than quickness but the gear teeth are quick to strip away"
I took Omaha in for a few days
He taught me that everyone has one good story in them
And his was like an empty row boat floating in a flooded mansion,
Taking in too much water to make much use of

old hallways like
unfamiliar bodies of water.I
so You long for time to be
measured like this I
in the slender titanic tango
th at the brief volume of
Your shared mugs of tea
has left on even her calm smile I
unable to be withdrawn I
a rippling veil fixed,
and ready to be reached.

That's where the word lyric came from
And I've been living slower since I've learned
That I won't appreciate standing still until I run,
cream until I've tasted sour milk,
or a beautiful song until I've heard old Omaha beat my piano black and blue
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Hope Ruhenkamp

Em ily Ward

The River

It's Just Water but Better
"It's just water but better." They said as they put the glass down in front of her.
It is filled w ith a clear liquid.
It looks like water but it is decidedly not so.
She knows this.
She cannot help but to try and fool herself.
Maybe if she believes hard enough it will be.

Beauty bequeathed,
Brown-edged teeth
Rotting planks to hold back spew.
Milky li ps split
By smoker's coughing fits
Creating white foam drool.

She observes those around her,
She ponders drinking the not water in front of her.
She wishes, desperately she wishes, for it to be water.
She hopes for some divine miracle that will change her drink.
Miracles are not for people like her.
Her drink remains the same.

The polluted banks
Once an hourglass shape
Crusty with toxic green skin .
She was a force, once,
The River.
What is ailing her, too?

They drink for the fun of it,
They drink for teenage rebellion.
How she longs to be as carefree as them,
But she can never be free.
Not like they are.
She was carefree once.
Their eyes dances with mirth,
And their laughter fills the air like a joyous hymn.
She had been like them once,
Now she cannot remember a time when she did not meet world with suspi
cion.

Their world views are not tainted,
Unlike her own .
Or maybe they are and they pretend otherwise.
She wishes she has acting skills like they did.
She sta res d own at the not water,
It mocks her.
"Join them;' It whispers coaxingly.
Abandon the paranoid.
Let go of the constant suspicion.
Live a little.
"Become normal:' The whisper becomes sinister.
"Become normal?" She whispers back fearfully.
She stares at the drink in confusion .
She can never be normal.
Not like they are.
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They spot her hands lingering on the glass, subtly never bringing it to her lips.
Her hands sit on the glass like ghosts lingering over the graves like fog on a rainy day.
They smile slyly like the big cats on a savannah having just spotted their prey.
The pressure her into taking a sip.
She obliges not because of their jabs,
But because she wants to experience the feeling of liveliness that they radi
ate.
She wishes to feel their brand of carelessness.
She craves their sense of normalcy.
However, when she takes that first sip,
All she feels is pain.

The not water washes against her throat like a river breaking a dam.
It burns and numbs her throat all at once.
They say it's normal,
She smiles a hollow smile.
The artificial taste of cherries her coats her taste buds like a never-ending fire.
She hates it.
It brings to the surface the pain of the past
She's reminded why she only drinks water
She's reminded why she doesn't drink
All she feels is regret
But still she smiles
She puts on the show
Is this normal?

They ask her if wants another glass filled not with water
"It's just water but better:' She whispers as she downs the cherry flavored liquid.
It burns her throat and she instantly regrets it.
All she feels is regret.
She is not them,
She cannot find solace in the merriments of drinking
This is why she drinks water.
This is why she only drinks water.
She grabs a glass of water.
They look nearly identical,
Water and Not Water.
One reminds her of the past,
Of the mistakes, she's made.
She knows how to tell the difference between the two.
One keeps her grounded in the present,
The other chains her to the past.
A past not entirely her own.
The water ghosts over of the warmth spreading coolly over her body.
It numbs the pain not wholly her own.
This is a pain she resolves to vanquish.
The warmth returns.
She sees the face of those who's pain she carries with her.
She drinks the water again.
She tries to forget.
She can never forget.
The Water washes over her trickling slowly down her throat like the tears of a lost child.

She feels the pain of the past grow stronger with each passing minute.
The warmth spreads all throughout her body,
She hates this feeling.
They relish in it.
This is why sne can't be like them.

The not water reminds her of the past.
She feels his pain.
She sees his tears.
She wants to end his suffering.
But she can do nothing but smile.
She can just sit and listen to his sorrows.
That's what she'd good at.
That's all she can do.
They ask her if wants another glass filled not with water
"It's just water but better:' She whispers as she downs the cherry flavored liquid.
It burns her throat and she instantly regrets it.
All she feels is regret.
She is not them,
She cannot find solace in the merriments of drinking
This is why she drinks water.
This is why she only drinks water.
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She looks at the people of the room once again,
The water having given her a new sense of clarity.
They do not know her pain.
They can never know her pain.
She wishes to keep it that way.
She resolves that she will never be like them.
She is sobered by this thought,
And by the water.
She can never be like them.
She doesn't need to.
She hold s this
· pain within her as they drink around her.
She is calmed by her water sloshing about the glass in her hands.
It anchors her the present.
She does not like to dwell upon the past.
Upon the pain.
Ignorance is bliss they say
But she is not ignorant
She is numbed.
There is a difference.
She is tired.
She is human.
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She drinks the water again.
She is in pain,
But this pain is her resolve.
She knows she can change it.
She gets up to depart from the merriment.
She cannot be like them
But she is finally ok with that.
They ask her if she wants any more not water.
They don't want her to leave
She doesn't want to leave,
But she must.

Poetry

She does not belong here,
And she is fine with that.
She has work to do.
The pain lingers on the back of her throat like a lingering kiss of death.
She is humbled by this.
She is not them and they are not her.
She drinks her water and smiles.
"I am me." She says with a smile, "I am normal:'
This smile is not forced like so many before it.
She takes another sip of water,
And departs from the merriment,
Water in hand,
Anchoring her resolve.
She embraces the pain
It drives her to be better.
This is why she drinks water:
It grounds her,
Pushes her,
Keeps her in the present,
And reminds her that the pain isn't the end.
This is why she drinks water.
The universal solvent.
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Reilly Dixo n

Zach Moore

Soliloquy in E b Major

Napoletana: Dream of Italy

" From these garish lights I van ish now forevermore:'

A scratched mahogany bar adorned with pint rings

- Charles Dicke ns, 1869

Traces these words I engrave,
Block-letters populate alabaster pages,

Hush up, the show has begunthe tightrope's taught and
the script's been scrapped.
Quiet now, it's underway!
so, smother the kids
S
and cu t the gab.
uppress the cough and break a leg, because
the muse has strung her lyre, and
Pl
the conductor's tapping his wand.
ease, take a seat and burn the bills, for
the stage is set and
the props have arrived.
They're sh ifting in their chairs
and whispering Macbeths.
And all the while, they've run Italian
s
and packed the house.
ee how the curtain's in tatters,
characters broken.
Lenses cracked, and
the film's jumped the track.
(Not to worry, ladies and gentlemen!
This is the most important part!)
Th .b
en bons may fray, but the reeis
· turn on .
These are t ime-tested
theatrics, these are tensions
suspended in t he air. These
T
are scenes that spin.
hese a re stories that unfurl
Stories that wash the silver

Made-from-scratch marinara pools
Glossing the dog-eared page corners
That charred pizza crust painted.
A 20-something bartender meanders by
Flannel sleeves conceal a grey wolf
Stalking the plains of his inner wrist,
Two zinfandels rest within his olived fingers,
Black framed glasses
Mirror his wirey gelled haired.
With a smirk, he retells a story
Of how his grandfather or great grandfather
Smuggled the recipes from Umbria,
Sometime during the great war.
He has lived by their hands
Extracting the voyage from countrysi de to kitchen,
Failures and alterations infused in every slice
Like bits of basil scattered between air pockets.
Their memories built into every indentation,
The rolling hills of Assisi
Glazed across the wood-fire crust

Th

o~ the screen.
ese are stories you know quite well by now
St ·
'
ones of boys turned beasts, girls gone mad.
S . Fathers turned gray, and mothers who simply faded away.
tones of the devil- who's here tonight,
S . taking tickets and pulling punches.
tones of the emphysematous cough that calls from the balcony,
of the sinister painter who snickers as he rips apart his canvas and smears his ad hoc brusht
s rakes out of sight,
.
. of the Fool who locked himself away and spent an eternity abridging verses over and over,
1mpnnti
· and salvation upon the page,
n~ sins

I envision a sculptor molding his likeness
Into a parmesan valley,
While a potter sits within an oregano garden,
Hands clasping the rounded edges of an urn
Singing a tarantella
That echoes through mozzarella fields.
A Valencia Sunset wakes my lips,
Its carbonated bubbles tap a 6/8 melod y

but in his infinite folly
couldn't tell
the difference.

While a child dressed in Umbrian green
Twirls to his grandmother's laughter
Dancing to a dream cooling atop this bar.
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Oh, you've seen this one before?
That can't be. You're playing a different role this time around.
So, pipe down, the show has begunFind your place and follow along.

Johnathon Gallienne

Written on the Way Home from Seeing
Andrea Gibson on the Same Night as
Trump's First State of the Union Address
The President is on television trying to spin hatred into gold
And when he says we're going to build a wall, and Mexico is going to pay for it
The crowd cheers blinded by the fact even the Sieg Heil started out as a display of patriotism
1 Wince

and sigh so loudly it must have looked like someone was wringing out a sponge soaked in white

guilt
Because I know he's right
Far Right

And I know that whenever people of power have built walls
50 rnebody else always pays for it

And the debt lingers on for generations
B .
e it East Germany

In the faces of people trying to buy their way out institutionalized poverty
?r in the whispers of ghosts when the wind blows through the poplar trees on a plantation somewhere
1n Alabama

And I am told
It's heritage not hate
Youn

And I

eed to learn your history

.
can sit here and read one history book after another

1 heir p

ages so glossy they minim ize the slaughter

And red

uce atrocity to a footnote

Because ·f
1
1 gradu

· d.
you wrap a noose around the truth long enough, it 1es

ated from a class of over 500

1Welve f
0
And Wh

the students were people of color

· h
· k d
d
en they teach tolerance in suburban high schools it's always done wit a win an a no

Becaus b
d
e efore they ever taught us to accept they made us learn all about stranger anger
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And to tell an adult if we saw someone who might seem out of place
And when you grow up all picket fence and lily white
To the tune of
One of these things just doesn't belong here
One of these things is not quite the same
If you guessed which one doesn't belong here
Then you have won my game
You are given a different definition of tolerance
It's a new coat of paint on an old wall
That put us all in the same school
But still in a different class
Most of my peers never loved hip-hop
More concerned with how they broke the beat
Than breaking the chains
They wanted a song and dance man
They wanted to piss off mommy and daddy
But still tap dance around accepting another culture
Like Al Jolson in The Jazz Singer
Today they've got the country albums to prove it
And they haven't watched an NFL game in two years
Because they just don't think people should protest like that
They want football players to move the chains
Not break them
And there's still an ivory wall between what is and isn't free speech
Because it's okay to fly a flag that betrayed a nation
But you better get up off your goddamn knees to honor the one that betrayed you and the people you
grew up with
We're still building walls
So high the powerless will never be able to afford to see over them
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Fiction

Andrew Hu rst

A History of l<i ings at Angeron a
11

>A I was around fifteen, just about to turn sixteen when it started. I actually knew Sharon, the first one they found . We'd
grown up together but lost touch after high school started. Still, it was pretty devastating. I can't imagine her poor
mother hearing that news. I can't imagine how that must feel for anyone. I think that knowing her probably got us out of
there quicker than we might have.
>Q.

>A I remember getting out and being really confused that nobody else was really talking about it, cause it was all we
could think about. We moved up to Jacksonville but even there we'd only hear about Angerona near the end. Even now,
nobody really cares about all those people. It's just this weird mystery. Like Roanoke or something. It's sick.
The Tree
>Q.

A dead tree juts from the sour earth, branches outstretched like sinner's hands to God. The tree's branches cast penumbri 1
fingers across the w ild grass of the orchard. Cradled in the shadowy grasp is the body of a woman, dead for some time blf
only recently dumped. The w ounds on her stomach have hardened in the incessant sunshine, and the animals and insects

>A. Well, you know a lot of people blame the Feds for not coming in sooner. But think about it: some tiny, has-been town
no bigger than ten-thousand people has a murder problem? How big a problem is that for Washington? They barely even

of the orchard have left little bes ides the torso. The air is heavy. It hugs the woman's body, the tree, and the rest of the

care about Chicago and everyone knows about what's going on there.

town of Angerona in its suffocating grasp. The people can feel it, too. They sense something parturient moving around
them as they skulk around the town, bak ing under the sun and swatting clouds of big Florida mosquitos; they know, but
they don 't know they do.

Ooooooo

>Q.

Someone finds the woman a few days later; some bum on his way to the coast wandering through the desiccating rows
looking for an orange stumbles across a dark cloud of flies . When the man approaches, the flies scatter and he recoils and
runs into town . The re's bare ly anyth ing left at this point. Some bones, mostly, though even they're in bad shape. The wire

>A. It was awful. We were one of the last ones out. We left in the early morning before the sun had come up. I remember
1

didn't sleep the whole night before. couldn 't. Everyone around us was either dead or had left and we were all worried

grass has ensnared the w oman 's ribs in its persistent growth. When the authorities come to take the body away they jok1

We would be next.

about how ha rd it is to get her untangled. It's like the grass is tryin' to pull her under; says a lawman as he leans against

>Q.

the tree, w iping the sw eat from his gl istening bald head and swatting away horseflies.
>A. Everyone lost someone. One of my best friends was found with his whole family in their house. Throats cut. They
took h. .
is sister's fingers or hands or...

The Transcripts

>Q.

>A. Yeah, I grew up t here. I was only ten when the murders started . I remember nobody thought much of it when theY
found that poor girl in the orchard . Her family was really beaten up over it. I think they got out.

>Q.

>A. Yeah it's just hard . Growing up and going through that. At least we got out though . Lots of people whose families
had be
,
f
· t
't
I k
en there forever never left. Pride, tradition, circumstance. I don t know. Some O us JUS "':eren as uc Y>Q.

>A Sure. Plenty of peop le didn't. Some couldn't leave. Angerona at that point had been on hard times for the better part

of fifteen years since the orchard dried up. Everyone knows that. Nobody talks about the tourists though. That's what
really killed the town, them leaving. I can remember my old man talking about how every spring and summer the place
would swell with people from up north. It was a paradise when he was a kid , he'd say. But I never saw that stuff. Even
when I was a ki d I th ink there were like one or two hotels left from Angerona's glory days.

>A. Of course I do. I remember we saw a family trying to walk out of there the morning we left. When we drove past
:~:~ they looked exhausted, like they'd lost a lot already. I asked my Pops if we could stop, but he said we couldn't help
ing / 0 n~ and that he was looking out for us. We didn't know them, after all, he said. Th~y could have been the ~nes ~ono he killings for all he knew. When he said that, 1 thought, Yeah or they could be just like us, hurt and scared Just with
Way to
get out. I should have said that then .

>Q.
>A. I haven't been ba ck. I'm not even sure you can go back, really. It's still covered, isn't it? No, we left when it started tC

get real bad .. . when you knew something was going on. Something that you were gonna get swept up in whether you
liked it or not.
0000000

>Q.

>A We w ere one of th e first ones gone. My folks had been looking at getting out for a while, and then when the rnu rd e

started t hat j ust kin d of ki ck-started them into leaving .

The

~
--Subj . (F ~
.
2.sy) dead apprx. 8-10 days. Might be longer: Heavily exposed.
~~C~D: _Homicide. Punctures isolated to Dex. Ventral, (16 tot., 5 Leth.) eff. primarily liver/ stomach. Two exceptions: #S 6,
n Sin Late I
·
ra & Sin . Supraclav., respect.
--Ind·1
cation is th b
.
h
blade is serrated entered in UW thrusts.
Subj l'k
at lade used was 7in.; abrasions on ribs : Dex.-7,8; Srn.-7 s ow
'
1
•
ely to ha
.
d
6 · die uw thrusts, too.
ve received wounds #S 11-16 in sup. state. Woun s #S 11-1 rn ·

> Q.
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--Subj. Thoracic Vert. (T1) severed . Osteo. markings indic. sawing motion from blade used in murder. Subj. skull unrecovered.
The Camera
D D D D D D D

[Pie 2] Timestamp: 0700 Mar 20 2017

weird aura about them . Ones that's been starved out, tortured, OD'd behind some dumpster somewhere for five days

Photograph taken from room looking out at the Atlantic Ocean. Sunlight just beginning to become visible over the horizon. Photogra~h taken from the balcony of the second floor of the Sea Turtle Lagoon Inn in Angerona, FL. Foregrounding
the beach Is a line of mangroves, some leaves turning orange as they collect the salt from the air, though mostly a dark
green in the light of the early morning.

with rats crawl in g over their faces and ants in their eyes. Bloody ones, young ones, ones that make you ashamed to be
human-all of them, they all hit you. At least for a second. This one though ... One of the guys that's been here as long

[Pie 2] Timestamp: 0710 Mar 20 2017

as me was loading her up when he stopped and got sick by one of the old trees. The smell alone was brutal. Days like
these I can 't get out of this town quick enough . Chief assigned me to the case, coroner thinks its murder. Yeah, no shit it
is. I was fifteen feet away and you could see the stabs wounds on the bones, like the knife'd cut through warm butter or

Photograph of palm tree and sky, taken at a 45-degree angle from below the tree. The palm tree is not centered, rather its
inflorescence is the focal point of the golden ratio-though the photographer probably didn 't mean for that. The dark

Found a woman by the old orchard today. What was left of her anyway. Gruesome fucking thing. Looked like something
straight from a movie or something ... not even real. No matter how many times you see one, they always got that

chocolate or something . Tox. Reports came back yesterday and showed lingering signs of sedation. Whoever did this
wanted her to feel it, but not be able to do anything about it.

tree foregrounds the sky. It's a varying expanse that covers most of the picture. It shifts from black, to indigo, to grayishblue, and finally-at the very edge of the frame-it gives way to circus-peanut pink. You can just make out Pyxis in the
darkened left side of the frame.

□□□□□□□

[Pie 3] Timestamp: 0715 Mar 20 2017
Page C1-Local News

Taken on the beach of the exterior of the Sea Turtle Lagoon Inn. Photographer was facing North . Footprints in the shot
indicate the photographer was traveling south at approx. 5.5 mph-not altogether a great idea as winds were blowing in

BODY RECOVERED FROM ORCHARD ON 85th

from the South at a fresh 18 mph that day.
By Ken Coleman
[Pie 4] Timestamp: 0718 Mar 20 2017

Authorities recovered the body of a woman from the Angerona Orchard Friday afternoon. The woman has been identified as 25 year old Sharon Goodacre, a life-long Angerona resident, who was reported in late January from her home near
the Indian River where she had lived with her mother and two younger siblings. Goodacre, sources say, suffered stab

Photographer has veered from the expected path of due South and has approached the foot of the dunes that surround
the Sea Turtle Lagoon Inn. In the center of the photograph is the body of a man. The man's wrists bear signs of having
been bound by a taut rope, and his arms are wrapped with a red species of seaweed . The man's face is bloated and covered with sand. There are no footprints leading away from the body. His throat has been cut.

marks to the stomach and neck areas before being dumped as early as last Monday, though local police have declined to
comment. "It's a sad situation," says Chief Gene Thompson. "You hate to see the family have to go through something
like this . We've got a lot of good people on it, and we'll try put the bad people who've done this behind bars just as soon
as we can ." When asked if investigators had any suspects, Chief Thompson answered, "We've got some promising leads,"
but declined specifics when pressed further. Private services will be held for Goodacre this weekend. ■

[Pies 5-9] Timestamps 0719-0721 Mar 20 2017
The photographer stood over the body for a few moments snapping more shots of the body in various canted angles and
close-up shots. The first picture shows the man's bloated face. His left eye is blue and vacant, his right eye is missing,
probably eaten by marine life. His lips are fat and you could even imagine him sad judging by their drooping corners and
small opening. It's as if moments before he met his end, the man could only confront his fleeting, unfulfilled future with
resignation and regret.

□□□□□□□

The second and third pictures are of the man's back. Not visible in the first photograph, here the back is clearly shown . It's
covered with a half dozen stab wounds, mostly around the dead man's right kidney. Blood's stained the man's light, tan
Windbreaker with red orbits-like bullseye markers or wet rings of condensation.

ent: Det. E. Davi d
roperty Type:

enc Case No.: 2460 I
Abandoned o Found o Stolen o

Date: 3/7 / 17
Seized o

The last picture is of the dead man's hands. They've been bound . No doubt about it from this view. The nails on his left
hand have also been removed . There is a large sinilia sinilis shell in the shot. It's a little distracting.

ictim : Sharon Goodacre
~Telephone

uan.:

escription of Item :

odel/Serial:

--And I told that boy if he's just gonna act like he can stay out as long as he wants, he's got another thing com in'.
·-Boys don't mind no mere. Not like when we was kids. We knew mom'd lay into us with something. Belt, spoon·-That's the truth . You know one time my mom came 'lame and smacked me with a Bible of all things. Ha. She said how
she Was fulfilling the law or something.
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--Haha. I can 't see that little old woman doin' somethin' like that.

on the beach, no fingernails, no eyes?

pie are different now too like someone's sitting on their chest and they're trying to breathe while all the while knowing
they can't hold on for much longer and something's got to give and you can feel the anxiety bubbling up through your
esophagus like vomit that feels like it's always a step or two away and you know that one day the whole damn town is
just gonna burst at once and then what will be left of us when that happens?

--Truth be told , that whole business is making me uneasy.

The Sounds

--And did you hear they found another one just last Wednesday?

--not staying here another moment because I can't let something happen to

--Yep, right on the walking path behind the fire station, wasn't it?

You hear they found another by the dunes? Third one this week. Why haven't they called

-Yeah, right by the picnic tables.

Help? You think someone as pig headed as the mayor is gonna go groveling to Washington to ask for help? And like
Washington cares. Are you

--1 might have to start. I tried to scare him you know. I said, Boy, do you want to end up like that man they found there

dense, thick line of copses another body was found last week. The mayor's office are unwilling to comment despite being
under heavy scrutiny. My sources tell me that
--They're sayin' they're related you know ... the bodies. And that girl they found a while back---Mm. Walt's lookin' in to buying a gun. Says just to be safe, you know? Makes me more nervous than anything. Seems ..
. I don't know, more real I guess.
--You know how Walter is though, honey. That man gets worked up weather forecast's wrong.
--You think it's nothin' ?

He's not gonna do anything! He's probably with them. Some drug stuff maybe, how should I know. We needed to get out
Yesterday I heard from one of my friends Jason that he's leaving with his family and the roads are completely backed
Up to her neck in mud. Authorities say that she was discovered late Friday morning by a jogger. That jogger, I've been
told, has been taken in as a
Suspect? They don't have anything! They never have had anything . And they never will. You know why? Because they

--1 don't know. Hard to say. I'm just gonna keep my eyes out and my head low. Best I can do.

whole town is gonna die or leave before anyone knows what the
Fuck its about time! You heard some guys cornered the mayor and beat his ass as he was coming out of dinner at The
Cove? Yeah his family was there but so what he deservers

--Oh! Speakin' of 'head low,' did you hear what-

It is never gonna end, Mary. we have to get the kids and we have to leave before we're all

The Long Road

Dead. Yeah I guess those guys got to him pretty bad. Smashed his face in with a brick and he died last night. No telling

They really started to pile up the next couple of weeks like wood on the side of house that turns black and fetid in the
• rains and grows weak and porous from the gnawing tunneling bugs and in fact the first couple they found were piled up
just so against the side of the pool hall on the long road into town that runs from the center down forty miles to the highway that cuts up the middle of Florida like a spine or a long severed wound across the belly that goes all the way around
to the sides like how all those folks they found piled up in the rain had died. They started to come in droves now and the
police were working overtime just to keep track of them all and yet even stretched to capacity the small town big shot
lawmen couldn't find anything to go on and for a while they joked around that it was like someone had stolen their toi-

Who's ta kin' over now. Who'd want the job, especially now. As far as I'm concerned, that job's for
The Birds and the bugs and the gators is gonna be the only thing left here 'fore long. This place is drying up. Been dying
since the orchard went under, these murders just pushed it right
Along the coast some folks set fire to the Sea Turtle and The Cove, you hear? Whole place just went right up like kindling .
Jumped from house to house after that. We're doing a good enough job killing ourselves that we don't need to worry
about them no

lets but by the time they found those kids in the boathouse it wasn't a laughing matter no more and it was then that fear
started to set in even for the cops because God forbid they'd quiver if this sick sunoffabitch tried to come near my family

More bodies found late last night. Authorities aren't responding to this station's questions for comment, but sources say

I've got something for him and here they'd grab their guns at their hips and put on a big toothy grin to try and settle

federal agents may arrive as early as this weekend. Hopefully, this move signals

their beating hearts. It was hard to get anything out of anyone in those days but you could tell those guys at the paper
were really trying when they hounded the mayor or chief of police only to get stonewalled by bluffing faces and the standard no comment or the even more standard we've got our best people on this thing and were gonna get to the bottom
of it even though everyone knew at this point that the bottom of the matter was not even remotely definable but when
the someone like that tells you everything is gonna be okay you want to believe them so bad you'll call yourself a liar before you'll say it to them because you want to be able to sleep at night without worrying that some lunatic is gonna jump
through your daughter's window in the next room or that when you're stumbling home from the dive bar that you visit
when you just want some goddam peace and quiet because you've worked all week at that stupid restaurant with the giant crab out front cooking up those same stinking fried fish platters that've made you stink permanently like a vat of
cooking oil you don't want to have to worry about someone coming up behind you and doing to you what they did to
that fella they found with his legs broken and his teeth missing down by the old gas station on the edge of town. The peo·
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lhuru!
[ REC] 00:02:00-00:03:15; 4-7-17 Ta ken f rem the top of the bank's NE Corner onto Main and Barber at 1]:30:
Th
.
.
.
h tt
on the windows of the restaurant across the street. The sidewalk rune street rs strll, no one Is out. There ares u ers
.
.
nin
.
.
.
b
A the video continues at 00:02:15 a piastre bag swrms across the top of
g perpendicularly rn the feed's vrew are are. s
'
.
ff
Then at oo ·or45 something dark creeps rnto the lower left-hand
th •
e vrew. It flutters in the air and veers out o rame.
,
· · '
.
Part of the sidewalk. The feed cuts off shorty
I aft er th 1·s , occluded by an encroachment of slow movrng darkness.
[ RE

h
· of the Cinaplex
CJ 01:10:14-01:u:oo; 4-7-17 Taken from t e awnrng
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s onto Main and Barber toward SW at 1]:30:

The sidewalk heading NE toward the intersection of Main and Barber gives way to a great blackened wave of moiling
moss and grass and vines. They seep through the town like an avalanche of mud. The buildings along the West side of the
street are consumed before those on the North, as far as the feed allows. Windows are split as the great dark tendrils hug
the walls of now-closed shops and restaurants. All at once, little white flowers begin to appear along the now verdant
roadways and the feed cuts out.
[REC] 04:00:55-04:10:15; 4-7-17 Taken from the roof of the Municipal Courthouse toward South onto Main and Barber, as
well as onto Pinecone which runs horizontally across the foreground of the shot directly in front of the feed's field of vision . Taken at 1]:30

Ibe Quiet
A thick line of trees burrow the ir gnarled roots into the asphalt leading to town. The vines stretch all around the pier: it
extends like a green finger reaching to sea . The town 's vines give birth to fruit that grows, ripens, rots, and rebirths
Within a day. The air is chaotic with spores belched from ferns and moss that search for a footing amongst the green sea.
There are no gulls, or ospreys, or hawks, or vultures left. There are no insects. There are no lizards or foxes or snakes.
There are no people. Only a plain of buoyant leaves and thick trunks and coiling vines and reeking flowers with nothing
to smell them . There is only quiet.

The wave is heading North directly toward the courthouse. The winds, judging by the movement of the flags on the lawn
in the lower right quadrant of the feed are moving inland at only a light pace. As the wave covers the buildings on both
sides of the street, the feed 's qual ity worsens as the suddenly appearing flora spout clouds of spores into the clear sky. AS
the monstrous wave approaches the courthouse lawn and the camera, figures come from the West and walk onto Barber
and, further back, Lexington, onto Main. Judging by the figures' proportion to the awnings they saunter past, they must
be nearly six-and-a-half to seven feet tall. Their numbers increase to a dozen as the courthouse's feed is consumed by
fauna.
The Legends
1hea rd it was aliens. No really, my friend was one of the last ones out and he says, he says to me, Bobby I saw them. TheY
mu st a been fifteen foot tall and covered with scales. They walked around from house to house lookin' for anyone left
over, lookin' to finish the job, you know? I asked him, Joe if that's all true how come you're still alive? He told me, Corne
on, you know I wouldn 't make th is stuff up. Once I saw those giant bastards walkin' around you know I wasn't gonna staY
there no longer. No way, not me. I bolted when it got dark and I ain't looked back since.
0000000

They say th ey ca~e out of the ground . Would burst right out of the orchard or people's lawns or wherever built their
n_est s at I guess. Like mole-people or someth ing . I got a close-up view, you know? Yeah, really-I'm not fool in'. Busted
~ight up th rough my lawn. This was pretty early in the murders, before the whole thing really got out of hand . I was worj
1~g seco nd shift and when I got off I wa lked home and saw this thing crawling back into a hole in my yard . Thing looked
like a man 'cept it was short' h
·
, ' _
_
no more n t ree or four feet . And 1t was covered in pink, pale skin. Like a rat's tale. I
couldn t believe 1ta. I grabbed my fam il y and we took off that night.
0000000

Some people think it was d

y k
,
dee·
rugs . ou now Angerona s been dying off and shrinking since that blight came through a
ade or so ago and killed off th
Th . .
.
.
.
Iace
1s 1s a town built on citrus 1f there ever was one. Fields surrounding the P
.
e oranges.
d .
ned up over night And h t
.
the
.
·
w a comes in when there's no where left to go and nothing left to do? You got it. They saY
mayor was in on it too gett" , ·d ff f
nd
.
'
in pai O rom every one of the movers and pushers you know the bit: he takes a cut a
k
eeps his men off the trail m b
d .
'
. face
' ay e sprea sit around some so everyone plays ball - that's why it took a brick over his
to get someone to call in the F d B b h
f lkS
that d .d d
.
e s. ut Y t at t ime, it was too late anyway. There was barely but a few hundred 0
eci e to stick around o
th
· nes at got nowhere else to turn , you know? Anyway, I don't know.
0000000

It was cults. Ain't you heard? Ever
k
.
.
.
'
et
there and kill
" th
f lk
yone nows it. You could hear them in the trees at night by the nver. They d rne . h ii
em o s they'd k"d
1 nappe d and take parts of them for their blood rituals . I hear the earth's soake d wit
in Angerona bl d 1
.
theY
, oo mean. Why'd they d ·o Wh ,
O 1·
Y s anyone do anything? They believed in it. Whatever 1t was,
thought that kill in' 11 th
niC
army-I heard th ta
ose poor people would get them what they wanted . Maybe they were tryin ' to raise a demo
a one, you know Also h d h
.
yone
knows why they real I d"d .
·
ear t ey were eating their victims to gain immortality. Not so sure an
y I it. But they did it . And they did it good.
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"Well, that goes without saying, but he's still the union head at that godforsaken foundry, and right now, h~'s puppeteer_-

Reilly Dixon

1

ing one of the biggest strikes this town has ever seen . Unfortunately, it's my job to listen to the guy; she said as she undid

Pinwheels

her tightly-wound blonde bun .
Edison sneered and tipped back the remainder of his bourbon. The wind gave a shrill cry.
"Jam1e,
· you rea II y sh ou Id h ave seen h o w red his face got during our interview;' said, Josephine. "Rockwell
is a, pipebomb,
,,
.
and if the city doesn't play ball w ith him and the foundry finally goes under, theres really no telling what he II do.
"I'm meeting w ith the clod tomorrow," Edison grunted .

Mayor James Edison reclined in the stillness of the parlor. For the first time in what seemed like eons, Edison was home
all by his lonesome. There was no urgency in his movements. He took a long, methodical drag from his cigarette and idly

"Make it a productive one, hon . Either sell him on the-what do you call th em .. :'

watched the blue vapor dance in the beams of a sunset streaming in through cracked blinds. Edison admired the way the
gold light refracted in his small, pleated bourbon tumbler. He took a sip, placed it back on his cedar desk next to a haphaz·
ard pile of documents. Outside, the wind howled . To drown out the clap-clap-clapping of his loose shudders, he turned up
the volume on his favorite Coltrane record . That's better. Another drag from his cigarette. If home were ever a place, this
sure comes close.

"Turbines."

. . ,
• a way to se ttl e. This dirty town's been through enough as 1t 1s. Im up to my el"Sell him on the turbines, or find
bows in algae bloom coverage."
Edison poured another glass.

Edison's wife would be home any minute. The two of them moved to Ashtabula in 2004, just after she finished her degree in journalism. They came up north to look after Josephine's folks-both of whom were struggling in their own ways:
her mother had early-stage alzheimer's, her father, late-stage pancreatic cancer. Poor timing ran in the family. To placate

"We'II see. Where are my kids?"
"Over at Penny's. It's just me and you for dinner.
·
· soon and lend me a hand here soon, yeah?"
Come downs t airs

her deteriorating parents, Josephine and Edison rushed into engagement, and got to work on conceiving a kid or two . BY
the time the second was born, Josephine was an orphan. All the same, the two of them were then cemented in NortheaSt_
ern Ohio. So, Josephine landed a pos ition on the Star Beacon. Edison figured he'd try his hand at local politics.

Jarnes grunted again. Josephine turned and walked out of th e parlor.
Th e room was almost entirely
.
dark, and stil. 1ness fill ed the hazy air. The record had stopped. Outside, the wind continued

He spent a few years as City Solicitor, and after a couple of landmark cases, he was later elected to City Manager. The

to terrorize the loose shudders.

town folks must have been asleep at the wheel during his three year tenure of managing this and that-commerce decayed, industry disappeared, tourism dropped, and on top of it all, Ashtabula 's chunk of Erie got a little murkier with al·
gae. Sometime during those years, Edison developed a licentious affair with the bottle. Better men cracked under the pres·
sure, so why shouldn 't he? 2008 destroyed Ashtabula, and Edison let it destroy him . But as it would have it, Edison clun9
to some glimmer of ambition. On one miscellaneous evening, during which he and a few other elected windbags closed
out the local pub, Edison stood atop the bar, and slurred out a promise to throw his name in the hat for mayor. And so he

· II Y the places pressed against the lake. When James and Jooh ·o
apart-espec1a
.
I
Late Februaries tear Northeastern
b t the notorious "lake effect" nonsense that plagues
seph 1
·
. . ,
k I
for them to learn a ou
.
ne moved to Ashtabula , 1t d1dn t ta e ong
.
. . g steam as they pirouette through the air and
th
d weep across Erie ga1nin
e area . Every winter, storm systems from Cana as
d
e those systems hit the shores, they pummel
comb
.
f
their own rancor. An one
.
over the water- generating energy rom
d . .
·n-the works. It's gone on like this for as
ev
.
.
. d
t ·nous snow riving ra1
eryth1ng in their path w ith bl istering win , moun ai
.
' . f h t Id him not to go swimming in it. "You'll cut
Ion gas anyone can remember. Edison hate d t h e Iake- ever since his at er o

did. After a year-long tightly-run campaign filled with promises he knew he'd never keep, he was given the keys to the
city.

Edison kicked off his raggedy loafers, swung his feet onto his desk, and took another sip. The sunlight had vanished, but
the wind persisted. A click from downstairs.
A sultry "Helloooo?" echoed through the halls.

Yourself on the rust;' he said .
" I'm in the parlor, love;' Edison called back.

.
oor ol' Ashtabula . To be sure,
it was still
.
I k h d been taking 1t easy on P
at year, during Edison's second term, the a e a
d was bare and the cracks in the asphalt
mi
.
fl k II season-the groun
'
serable and frigid but they hadn't seen a single a ea
I C hose to strike when they did.
Were free of slush . ~erhaps that's why the union from Eldorado Coa o. c
.
.
But th

Josep h.ine opene d t he large oak-paneled door and glided into the room. She surveyed the dimly lit the room, notiC'
ing the dense smoke coiling through the disappearing light.
h
,
.
,
o dea
"I th
. o_ug t we agreed you wouldn t smoke in the house. You know it lingers for days afterward, and we re the ones t
with it. Not you;' she said, her upturned nose still scrunched .
Edison shrugged, took a final toke, and snubbed out the last inch of his cigarette.
"I saw the headlines th is m
· " Ed '
.
• · g
.
orning,
1son sa id, smoke falling from his nostrils. " Why does the Beacon keep g,vin
well even an inch of print? Everyone knows he's a criminal."
Josephine scoffed and impatiently tapped her nails on a bookshelf.
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d
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ing in a rainbow of shipping conta iners, and, just like clockwork, a hardened crew would roll up their sleeves to receive
each and every one. These men-the ones w ith soot permanently pressed into their furrowed brows, the ones whose fore·
fathers burrowed through the earth, the ones whose lungs paid the price for meager pittances-were born on the very
industrious shores they serve. Still, cracked smokestacks stretch their concrete to the heavens- veritable towers of Babel,
but only more practical and poll uting. Power lines still pulse with activity, pumping the static of life into all the TV sets
and neon lights-cords all aligned in their sagging grids above tattered rooftops. Through these black veins courses the
very lifeblood of the world, but all the same, that which pumps it-that precious and ravenously coveted black rock-was
quickly being kicked to the curb. It was lovely while it lasted, but it had been nothing more than a dance with the devil all
along.
Edison tucked his flask into his coat as he stepped out of the car. A stale breeze stroked his neck, so Edison turned up his
collar. He strode down the harbor; moseying past stacks of multicolored freight boxes and mounds of coal and made his
way to th e clamori~g cro~d at t~e foot of the foundry. Angry chants and cries drowned out the gulls circi'ing overhead.
There was a stage lin_ed w_1th a frilled red ribbon at the head of the scene. A podium stood center stage. Amid the crowd
we~e reporters smoking cigarette s, tapping their feet, and checking their watches. A couple of photographers adjusted
their lenses nearby.

The assembly's volume began to lower. Picket signs swayed in the breeze.
''Alright, thank you, thank you. To make it perfectly clear; our esteemed city of Ashtabula is about to undergo a renaissance that will not only benefit everyone standing before me today, but also the greater Northeastern region of Ohio at
large! I am proud to announce that Ashtabula will soon be the home of a new manufacturing plant for General Electric.
We're putting you back to work!"
Edison paused for a moment. Cameras clicked like cicadas. The pulpit was dead silent. He cleared his throat and continued
his sermon:
"That's right. Not even two miles from this very spot, we will soon begin construction on a new facility for General Electric to continue their inspiring mission of bringing clean, renewable energy to the greater Midwest region. Folks, we're
getting into the wind turbine industry," Edison beamed triumphantly. "Not only will we be making them, but we're working on implementing these marvels into our own community. Soon, our shores are going to be spotted with those gorgeous turbines, and we'll have cheap sustainable energy for all!"
He took a breath and looked around. Scowls seemed to have shifted into wide-eyed looks of fear; of confusion.

Just as Edison was planning his clandestine route around the mass, a firm hand came down on his shoulder.
Someone belted out, "But the foundry! How could you do this do us!"
"Where the fuck have you been Jamie:>" h·s
d F d ·k "Th
ose blue collar boys are ravenous. They're fucking hyenas,
,
,
· 1 se re en •
the way they ve been pacing across the dock all morning."

Instantly, the crowd erupted .
"You lying cheat, we voted for you because you said you'd keep the foundry open!"

Frederik Popov had been Edison's primary aide f th
_
_
_
or e past several years. His area of expertise: damage control. Through
f
k.
- -- •
his astounding wordsm1thery and tactful de I
_
P oyment o coo 1e-cutter feel-good 1nit1at1ves Frederik was probably the
r
·
'
only thing that kept Edison's approval from pl
.
.
umme ing into ground . Any time Edison squeaked by with a majority vote
odn soml_eb redl1rect1on of funds or a move to cut welfare in Ashtabula, Frederik was the one who kept the dissenters-those
amn I era s-at bay.

"No coal, no Ashtabula!"

"Listen to me, okay? " he snapped "When
k h
·
·t · f
h
·
you ta et at podium, you need to promise those sons of bitches that they'll
haveJ·ob
·f th d ,
,
s wa1 ing or t em at the turbine plant E
· ven I
ey on t, we II deal with that fallout later on. Day by day, son.
Day by day."

could feel the cameras zooming in to capture the beads of sweat forming on his brow.

"You're costing us our jobs for some goddamn windmills!?"
Voices crescendoed into piercing shouts, once more bleeding into a singular thundering uproar. Edison's face flushed. He

"No, you don't understand," he stammered. "Look ahead, this is best for us-for you in the long run."
Edison nodded and took a quick swig.
"I'm sitting down with Rockwell after the

Edison's f eeble pleas were drowned out.
f
•
,
press con erence. Thats the only thing that matters today;' Edison snorted.

"Li sten, your jobs will roll over to the new plant, just give me some time to-"

"Go;' Frederik patted him on the back and pointed to the stage.

1h e mob then began chanting "NO MONEY, NO WORK! NO MONEY, NO WORK!"

d h
.
Edison strode over; making a circuitous arc ar
Just a f
oun t e mob-shoulders hunched making sure his collar covered his faceew more yards.. .
'

Nause

.
. .
h. ;> Wh an't they see? He tightened his hold the podium. Again, a hand
a overcame Edison. How did 1t come tot 1s.
Yc
carrie down on his shoulder.

"There's the greedy fuck, now! " screamed one of the workers.

"Get m
e out of here, Frederik."

.
.
.
And in an instant, the crowd surged in Edison' d.
ment Like
fb
s irection. His stride turned into a sprint loafers pounding on the pave·
h
'
d uP
·
a swarm O ees the protesters and th
the stairs he patted
I" '
.
e press c arged the mayor; but he made it to the stage. As he walke
'
a po iceman st anding stoic with folded arms, and said, "Thank God you're here, Bill."

•••

Bill tipped his hat

'an

dk

h.
ept is eyes glued to the thronging mass.

~dison walked up to the podium and ta ed h
.
Jeers all blended togeth .
~p t e microphone. The crowd was foaming at the mouth . Their curses and
er into a deafening wall of sound.
"Att

·
ent1on, everyone! Attention! " bellowed E .
.
r,ce·
ment to make and I'm
.
dison . St ill the crowd howled. " Listen to me, everyone! I have an annou
'
going to make it fast:'
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.
erritor The sun had set hours ago, and as ever; the biting
Wi d Edison rapped on the door of the Local 17 office. Enemy t
y.
. h II aiting for the harbor's beloved
n lashed h
db f
th run down Eldorado union a 'w
ele
t rough the air. Edison stoo e ore e
..
b I
H had seen Rockwell in the back of the
cted lead
•
.
d h
ght iron railing for a ance. e
cro
er. Edison hiccuped and grippe t e wrou
h
·1· t·on but trying times call for a bit more
'Nd reJ·01. .
d.
s no stranger to um1 ia I ,
c1ng in his anguish earlier that day. E 1son wa
corriPosure. No more chinks in the amor; vowed the mayor. Another hiccup.
'he k
nob turned, and Rockwell's rugged figure emerged in the doorway.
"You're late," he said in a gravelly tone.
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Rockwell was maybe half Edison's height. He was balding and had a shaggy peppery beard . He looked like your average working stiff-from the flannel to the black dust permanently caked into his leathery skin . He comfortably sported
a frown wherever he went-the patron expression of Ashtabula's great unwashed .
"I had to toss a couple back to collect myself after today's fiasco;' said Edison . "Why couldn't you call your people
back today? I mean the press was there and everything ... I can't even imagine the Beacon headlines tomorrow..:'
"Slow down, pal, and get in here;' Rockwell said gruffly.
The two men stepped inside. The air was heavy with smoke. Old fluorescent bulbs flickered overhead . It seemed
colder in the union office than it was outside, even without the wind. They walked past a few workers-all with folded
arms and weathered faces obscured by shadows-and made their way to Rockwell's office, decorated with black and
white photos of the Ashtabula skyline from days past. In the foreground of one faded picture stood blackened men,
whose only visible features were their crooked grins. The two of them sat down. Edison's chair sunk, making him shorter
than Rockwell.
"Jimmy, you know as well as I do that your plan won't be as seamless as you and the council have been letting on.
The foundry's gonna to sit on the shore for who knows how long, and that's going to put working folks out on the streets
until you get your fucking act together,'' said Rockwell. The green bankers lamp on his desk illuminated his face. Edison
noticed the bags under his eyes. His creases seemed more pronounced than usual.
"Listen, you've got the barrel pointed at the wrong guy," Edison began. The spins started to fade. "I'm under pressure from folks so high up on the cha in you can 't even imagine-"

The next morning, the Beacon was spread over Edison's desk at City Hall.
Goddamn it, Josey. You couldn't keep this off of the front page?
In boId print
· was "M ayor Fum bl es at Foundry·, Plans for GE Plant Underway." An unflattering photo of Edison in mid
syllable, mouth agape, and eyes closed engulfed the broadsheet.
Why this fucking photo? Of all the ones"Frederik, get in here! " he called. His office door opened, and in stepped his aide.
"Yes, sir?"
"I want Kneller on the line now," grumbled Edison.
"Right away."
.
• time
·
th at season · Edison's City Hall panes were frosted over, obscuring
his. view
It had snowed overnight-the
first
.
.
0 f the community park outside.
It appeare d now as bl urred conglomeration of dim colors
_ and smudges. Edison studied
·
•
h
d
f
the
frozen
fractals
.
A
moment
later,
his
phone rang.
th e window for a moment, tracing t e e ges o
I et h.is, Kne lier."
"You 've got a lot of fucking nerve dragging your feet l"k
' began Edison ·

"Ah, is it ever good to hear from you, Jimmy," replied th e lobbyiSt .
"Don't give me that bullsh it ;' Rockwell slammed his fists on the table. "You are entirely capable of devising a transi·
tion plan that would keep my people at work and please your precious little lobbyists-the same ones that have been lurk·
ing around the harbor for the past few months."
"You got it all wrong;' Edison said . " I've been doing my damnedest to push wind energy on Ashtabula for as long as
I've been in office, and what have I gotten? Noth ing but complete resistance from you and the taxpayers across the
board. Everyone knows that the coal game couldn 't last, but what do you do? You cling to it harder. You turn your heads
and think of something else-something a little more pleasant perhaps. I'm sorry, Carl, but I've tried to give you an out
here, but you just sat on your hands a little too long here-your money is gone:'
"You callous prick! You 're in the pockets of GE and you're blinded by your billfold. Listen to me: you're putting hun·
dreds of people out of a job, and here you are, feeding me this ' missed the boat' garbage. This is precisely why I voted for
Campbell in the election-maybe she would have given a shit about the working man, because no one else fucking seems
to."
Rockwell was fuming. That's how they all are. Once these working schmucks get into a tizzy, there's no talking
them down. No amount of reasoning is going to suade this guy.

f 1· · h II I've been through this past week? First, the newspaper
d letters out the wazoo from worried wives
"No. Don't even. Do you know what kind 0 ~ ivi~g e .
start
. .
ffi f
t ace of a bribe I m getting ca 11 s an
s sniffing around my o ce or any r
·
esterda that couldn't have gone worse, and best yet, I
about their husbands losing their salary, I had a press conference y
. , y d to hear from me;,"
had to get my ass chewed by the goddamn union leader. And you say its goo
.
.
F derik had his ears cupped to the oak panelling.
Edison had been bellowing at full capacity. He knew re
"I h
·ton good knowledge that the contractors are making
J.
"" Kneller cooe d
ave I
e're doing the best we can, 1mm ,,
·
. t
oning the whole nine yards."
,
an, ove on the beginning stages eif construct1on-y
ou know' bluepnn s, z
"W

" .
tried subduing the throbbing veins down on his temples.
"What kind of timeline are we looking at here? Edison
II k"d One way or another, we're going to get this plant
"
Ah, You know how these things go;' said Kneller. "It's ha rd tote ' 1 ·
up and running by-well, when 's the next election•
· ;,"
"2018," Edison growled.

"Think what you want, Carl;' Edison said as he rose, buttoning his coat. "We're moving forward with the turbi:e
plant, and ei th er you're on board or not. If you and your people can 't muster up some patience and lean on your savings
for a while, then I assure you , GE w ill find someone with a bit more grit to fill their lines."
Edison turned and moved towards the threadbare office door.
"Thanks for your t ime, Mr. Rockwell;' he said scornfully.
"Don't ever come back here, you corrupt asshole;' Rockwell said, white-knuckled fists still clenched .
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" ,
. Ashtabulans well before 2018;' Kneller said.
It II be up and brimm ing with good hardworking
th at you can't engage a mayor that's spitting
k
.
1 g enough to now
Yosef
Kneller
had
been
in
the
lobbying
business
on
.
t that everyone had their price. And moreofi
re H ,
•th measured certain Y,
,
. es talked enough down from the ledge to know, w1
. the end-no matter what. Its what
Ver, k
.
thing works out 1n
la d neller maintained the firm , existential belief th at every
h t m-he was sure of it.
.
n ed hirn in Washington, and it's what would land Edison anot er er
h. ;,-tell Josephine to make good with her
. .
"H
·f
hat 1s 1t Josep me·
.
. - h
b
ere's what you do Jimmy m'boy. Tell your w1 e-w
. '
b d with this whole proJect. Spin it owOsses
'
d
nst1tuency on oar
. h
k
~v
. Good press is the first step in getting your renega e co
. 1· f n whatever. Those who fall int e crac s
er Yo 'd .
. .
.
mm unity rev1ta iza 10 '
ar , u like : environmental benefits, JOb creation, co
~n t y
1· · "
our concern ;' Kne ller took a breath . " It's just po itics.
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It's always been 'just politics: These people don't want politics. I barely do.

"Look how well it spins! Miss Carpenter said that pinwheels are good at showing us how windy it is outside. If you
can see the creases in the paper, then it's probably not too bad outside. But if it looks like this-" Caroline blew as hard as

Edison responded, "You don't know the kind of pressure I'm under here, I-"

she could, puffing her ruddy cheeks, "then it must be really blowin' out there."

"Let me stop you right there;' said Kneller firmly. " If you can't deal with the mounting pressure and rein in the
same folks that threw in their ballots for you, then I'll tell my boys at GE to look elsewhere down the Erie shore. I bet
Youngstown has some cheap property up for grabs ..."
"No, I'll figure something out;' spurted Edison.
"That's what I thought;' Kneller said. "You'll be hearing from me soon, Jimmy. By the way, have you and Josephine
put in that pool yet? I hope our gift-"

"Sweetie, this is terrific."
Caroline kept twirling the fan, captivated by her creation. Mesmerized almost.
"It's so pretty, isn't it? Miss Carpenter also said that you're going to make a bunch of big pinwheels all over Ohio! She
called them wind turbines or something."
Edison looked up from his paperwork, and flashed his daughter his classic

Edison slammed down the phone, chipping the plastic receiver.
The crystalline mural on the glass had spread during the call. Not a thing could be seen through Edison's office win -

election-winning grin.
"That's right. By next summer, when Mommy, your brother, you, and I go up to our

dow-only blurred white light shone through , nothing else.
lakehouse, we'll be able to see all the wonderful wind turbines turning in the breeze by the water. Since they're so big,
they'll be able to make a lot of energy for us and all the people in the area. Wind can generate electricity-did you know

Extortionist little shit, thought Edison.

that?"
Caroline rolled her eyes-something she learned from her mother.
"Duhhhh, everyone knows that;' she exclaimed. "Miss Carpenter alsoo said that you're the reason her husband won't have
a job anymore. I don't think she likes you too much, Daddy:'
Edison climbed the circular staircase up to his parlor. His steps were laborious and heavy. Before he reached his
flight, a blaring squeak rang out from under his loafer-it was Mr. Snaggletooth, a raggedy plush otter with a godfor-

''Alright, honey. Go downstairs and play with your mother;' sighed Edison. "But before

saken squeaker sewn in.

You go, may I have the pinwheel you made? I think it would look lovely in my parlor."

"Caroline! How many times do I have to tell you not to leave him lying around!" he called.

Caroline beamed. She passed the orange pinwheel over to her father, sprang up from the chair, said goodbye and disapPeared from the room .

"Daddy, Daddy, Daddy, Daddy! I didn't hear you come home! "
Caroline came bounding up the stairs and immediately adhered herself to Edison's leg. The six year old's blonde curls were
pulled back in a bushy ponytail. She looks so much like her mother when her hair's out of herface. She had on a floral
dress with pockets presumably stuffed with miscellaneous artifacts from her day.
•
"Come and sit with me and tell me about what you did in school today, sweetie:'
Caroline plopped down in the plush chartreuse chair across from Edison's desk. As she fumbled with the throw pillow, still trying to get comfortable, Edison swiftly tucked the Maker's Mark bottle out of sight.
"So, in Miss Carpenter's class, we made pinwheels because we've been learning about weather. Mine was bright or·
ange because I think I'm starting to like that color the best;' Caroline said, gently tugging on one of her curls.
"And was it very big?" asked Edison in his de facto curious father voice.

Edison leaned back in his chair. He gave his daughter's pinwheel a spin, noticing how delicate it was, held together
0 nly

by a tack and some carefully executed folds. ciever girl, that one. Out of habit, he reached into his top drawer,

grabbed his tumbler, poured a shot, and lit a smoke.
Still holding the pinwheel, he twirled it once more, this time a little more forcefully. As they tur~ed, the _paper
blades cut through the smoke steadily rising up from his cigarette. Eldorado would have gone under with or _without me,
thought Edison . It's no hair off my back if those union thugs want to loiter in the dark ages. I gave them their chance to
JlJlllp ship-Rockwell and all. Tides of change were washing over Ashtabula, and Edison stood at the helm, shoulder to
th_e Wheel. He thought of kidney bean lagoon he'd have installed. There would be ornate r~ck sc_ulptu:es li_ning the side,
'Nith exot· 1
h
d h
H 'd
k
o·nt to put in a waterfall feature-something nice. His children would be
.
1c pants ere an t ere. e ma ea p 1
.
.
.
JlJlllping a d I h'
J
h·ne would be poolside lounging in her elegant sw1msu1t, perhaps casting a
1ess as ever. osep 1
_
n
sp
as
ing,
care
,
_
.
1
.
.
d'd H 'd w ·11 a daiquiri and magnanimously gaze over his renovated retreat,
0 ng1ng I
.
g ance at Edison - Just as she once 1 . e s 1
.
catching h'
.
db
f turbines The immutable overcast skies of the Northeast would
b
1s eye on the horizon speck 1e ya 11ne o
·
.
.
.
reak, and sunlight would shine on his family. Employment would swell, and Edison would begin this third term.

"No, not really. Here, let me go get it from my room so you can see it!"
Edison tried to sputter an objection, but she was gone in a flash.
.

Edison didn't want to chat long. He had a mound of figures to go over before the next day - GE was finally send·

Carolin , .
es pinwheel slowed to a stop.
It's just so delicate. It's all so delicate.

ing a couple contractors_out to start blueprinting the turbine plant. No more dropping the ball. The city needs me more
than I need my family right now. I'll fucking show Rockwell what's what. I'll show 'em all.
Caroline fired back into the parlo~, her han d cIutc h'1ng an apricot-colored
·
blur atop a plastic stem .
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l<en Ballinger

Waiting for Jergins

"One of the campers, a Delilah Foam, sir," the officer reported, consulting his notebook. "And it's Phil, sir."
"What? Yeah, whatever;' Jergins said, not looking at him. A headache was waking up in his cranium. "Foam? Did
you say... foam?"
"Yessir, Foam. F. 0 . AM."
He saw t hat t he me d.1ca I exam ·in er had J·ust finished his initial exam and covered the deceased as he walked up behind him.

The windshield wipers slapped back and forth, barely clearing the glass before another team of water drops moved in and
blurred the view again. The driver made his way down Route 26, fuming to himself about being called at home at six
o'clock in the morning. His mind was still mushy from too few hours of sleep.
He had left without waking his wife or so he thought. She hated being disturbed in her sleep but she also hated when he
got called out and didn't tell her. He wasn't about to start an argument if he didn't have to.

"Good morning, Doc. What do we k now so f ar.")"
·
· "D r Ell.1ng ham responded , pulling himself
"Morning,
Shen·ff Jergins,
. up from his crouched position.
. . "Not a lot. The
·
·
·
·
·
I
th·rt
ars
old
I
estimate
the
time
of
death
at
between
midnight
and four AM.
v1ct1m 1s a white female, approximate y I Y ye
·
I'll know more when we get back to the lab."
"Any ID with her?"

The deputy told him that there was a disturbance at Lake Twink, the pay lake and campground. It wasn't the usual
call about vandalism or local hooligans shooting off fireworks. The deputy sounded shaky and he didn't give a lot of information, just a request to get there as soon as he could.

"No, her pockets were empty. Wasn't wearing shoes either."
The sheriff pulled back the sheet and uncovered the young lady's expressionless face.

God, I hate going out here, he thought. That's way on the other side of the township.
"Wow. That's a helluva bump on her head. What caused that?"
The ancient Indian tribes fished the lake and hunted in the thousands of acres of pristine wilderness for centuries before
the white settlers from Pennsylvania and Virginia decided that this was where they wanted to build their huts. Real estate developer Robert "Twinky" Tinkwood saw an opportunity and developed a three hundred acre property in the 1950s.
Tinkwood built cabins in clusters of threes and fours with their own dock. He circled the whole lot with a gravel path that
came to be known as "Twink Boulevard:' Since then, the property had fallen on hard times. Half the cabins had been torn
down, and several more should have been .

"Some kind of blunt force. Not sure ye t • She has deep scratches on her left shoulder as well."
"Thanks, doc. Where is the witness?"
. h h.is hea d · "Jerry is taking her statement:'
"Over there." The doctor motioned wit
1 , who was wiping off his flashlight after dropping it on the
Sheriff Jergins saw that it was Deputy Jerry Dun h"II

Some say the Indians cursed the land before they left.

muddy leaves.

The man turned off of Route 26 and onto the gravel drive of the campground. He could see puffs of spastic blue and red
lights through the trees. His car splashed through a giant puddle and bounced and jolted over pot holes down the path
lined with half-dead sycamores and maples, their bare branches pointing accusing fingers at everyone who passetl . Fallen
leaves made a dirty brown un-welcome mat.
He drove the car past the camp rental office to the parking area by the cabins. Flashing blues and reds flickered on
the black dashboard.

.
d f h. right now, the sweaty dumbass. If I didn't love my wife so
Shit. My brother-in-law. I'm not in th e moo or im
.
much, he wouldn't be more than a traffic cone to me.
"Jerry, what do we know?"
h
· d w this morning and saw something floating in the lake."
"Not a lot, Wei. .. sheriff. Ms. Foam looked out er win o
"Thanks, Jerry. Ms. Foam, what time wast h at]"
·

Dammit. I'm starting my vacation tomorrow. Twenty-five years-never took more than three days at a time. Plane tickets
to the Bahamas. High octane drinks with little umbrellas in them. Flowered shorts. Sunshine.

Delilah Foam squinted her eyes at the sheriff.

The officers already at the scene stopped to see who had arrived as the man turned off the engine.

"What?"

"OK, the sheriff's here. Look alive:'

"What time did you see the body?"

He stepped out of the car into a puddle. The lightpole leaned slightly and the bulb hummed overhead. From this side of

"The body?"

Lake Twink, the cabins dotting the far shore were barely visible in the gray dawn light. The mist emboldened itself into a
light drizzle. The sheriff walked over soggy leaves that hid the soft mud underneath . More than once, his foot sunk over
his shoelaces into the muck.

" Yes, ma'am. You saw something
. ·1n th e lake this morning?"
"Yeah."

He paused to take off his ball cap and rub his forehead, and walked toward one of his officers, the blond one.

· k s. Room service.
Jergins looked away. Umbrel Ia d nn

"Who found the body, Mike?"
"What time was that?" he asked.
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"What time was what?"

"What is it, Jerry?"

"Ms. Foam. Please. What time did you see someth ing in the lake?"

"Sheriff, I think you need to hear this."

"Don't know. No clock in my cabin ."

"Yeah ... just a sec."

"Alright:' Jergins raised his eyebrows.
Delilah twisted the cap off of a dirty water bottle. She took a long draw off of the contents and wiped her mouth
on her sleeve.
"OK, cop. I already told the other guy but here's what happened. I was up in the middle of the night when I heard a

Sheriff Jergins and Deputy Dunhill walked together in silence up Twink Boulevard toward the cabin. Dunhill was breathing heavily from the effort. Even in the cool air, his shirt front was damp with perspiration .
... and this is my deputy.

noise. I thought it was just a raccoon in the trash cans. Then I saw it:'
The drizzle had stopped and a light wind blew across their path, momentarily masking the smell of rotten wood and dead
"Saw what? What did you see?"

leaves.

" Not sure. I said it was the middle of the night:' She took another long drink.

Jergins reached out his right hand when he reached the porch of the cabin.

"And?" Sheriff Jergins took a deep breath and rubbed his forehead again .

"Eugene, is it?"

"What?" Delilah asked. "Oh, yeah . So I heard a noise and I saw something move past my bedroom window:'

"Yes, Eugene Dibs. Nice to meet you . I want to say up front that my wife hit her head yesterday and she is still a bit off. I
hate to waste your time. I don't really know what she's talking about."

"What was it?"
"Don't know." She held the bottle up to empty the last drops on her tongue.

Inside the kitchen area, Ida Dibs sat at the table, frowning, and looking out the window. She had a gauze bandage
Wrapped around her head. Their Irish Setter puppy hopped and whimpered, unable to decide who should pay attention to
him next. The couple's two boys were in the living room, watching TV.

"You don't know? Ms Foam, what did you do then?"
"Honey," Eugene began. "The police are here:'
"Had to use the pot, you know, the tole-it. When I come back the shadow wasn't there:'
She slowly turned her head toward them .
"And?"
"That's my coffee cup."
"And? And nothin'. I went back to sleep. Woke up today, looked out the window, and seen something in the water.
"What?" Eugene smiled meekly at her and over his shoulder to the officers.

Looked like a big pillow. Not sure what it was . Called you all."
Sheriff Jergins took off his ba ll cap and rubbed his forehead once more. He looked across the lake again . The medi-

"That's my cup:' Ida pointed to the mug in front of Eugene.

cal examiner's van engine started and the vehicle pulled away.
'This. Is. My. Cup. Stop drinking my coffee."
So much for my vacation. At least my w ife doesn't ...
Eugene frowned . "Hon, can you tell the officers what you told me this morning?"
His cell phone rang from his jacket pocket.
Ida looked over her glasses at him. She pulled the cup closer to herself and looked in at its contents.
"Hi, honey. No, I'm here at the lake. No, not for a while. What? No, I don't think so. I need to work this case.
Well ... hon ... l. .. yes, I know you 're .. . ! know ... yes, all the plans .. .yes, hon .. . we'II have to go another... hon. Honey. Li st en.
Honey. Flo! Listen to me! Flo! Hello??"

"You drank most of it! Why don't you get your own?"
"I did:' He pointed to the same cup. "This is it."

Dammit. Sheriff Jergins wa lked back to his car and slid into the seat. Slowly, he pulled the door closed and rested
his head on the steering wheel.
1was going to try snorkel ing wh ile I was down there. The mental video started, in slow motion, him on a boat,
Florence buying shell necklaces and getting her hair braided, both of them clicking those ... what do you call those tall
?lasses th at th e frozen drinks come in? ... embracing each other, closing their eyes, facing into the setting sun and smiling ...
The tap on th e d nver
· 's win
· dow made him
• JU
. mp. He wiped his face quickly and got his hat from the passenger seat-

"You did not. I poured this one."
. h 1 "N
d'd 't I've been sitting here for an hour. This is my cup. Maybe we can talk to the
Eugene fl us hed sI19
t y. o, you I n .
Officers .. . ?"
·
·
h
b't'ng his nails and craning his neck to see the TV in the other room.
Sh enff
Jergins glared at Jerry, w o was 1 1
The sheriff asked, "Mrs Dibs, I understand you saw something laS t night?"
"Oh . Yes. It was a panther. Black as silk. Red eyes. Giant yellow tee th ."
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"Justin, we're going as fast as we need to go. We don't get a lot of possible homicides out here, you know that."
"Really? Where did you see it?"
Filthy gorilla. We should have shut this nasty camp down ten years ago.
Ida simply pointed at the window.
"Ida ..." Eugene attempted to keep his voice down. "I think you should go to the doctor now:'
"Why? You would like that, wouldn't you?"

"Sheriff, I got a business to run here." The bait tank hummed in the empty room. A feeble voice from the adjacent room
called his name.
"Hold on, Peaches! I'll be back in a minute."

Eugene leaned across the table to hold her hand. She recoiled.
"Mrs Dibs, what time of night was this?" The sheriff caught a smirk from Jerry and quickly shook his head.
Ida stood up and leaned on the table, resting on her knuckles. "It was yesterday afternoon. I know what I saw. It
was yesserday affer... right after that shtoopid ... dog tripped ... me and I fell. It ran right up to the front door."
Jerry thanked them for their time and he and the sheriff walked outside. Eugene shook their hands and stood in
the doorway.

"Alright, Justin, I just have a couple more questions." Sheriff Jergins stopped as he heard a door open.
Peaches, in her eighties and in a wheelchair, rolled herself slowly out of the back room. She wore a faded housedress in a
faded floral pattern with a white plastic flower pinned to the remaining strands of her white hair.
"Honey," she said, "Honey. Honey. Where did you go? When are you coming back?"
"Peaches, I told you I'm busy. Now let's get you in your room." Justin took the handles of her chair, turned her, and rolled
her back, closing the door behind her.

"Ida, get in the car. Boys! Turn off the lV! We have to run an errand:'

"Since her stroke, she hasn't been right in the head. She thinks everyone is her boyfriend from seventy years ago. I can't

"Don't start, Eugene! I know there was a panther out there!" she said as she sipped from the cup on the kitchen table.

leave her back there too long . Let's get this over with."

"Ida, you hit your head. You haven't been right since I got back to the cabin:'

Justin grudgingly recounted his previous evening. He heard noises coming from the area of the dead girl's cabin. He
found the girl on the rickety dock down the path from her back door, drinking out of a vodka bottle, the radio turned up

"Ewww!" She set it down quickly. "This is tea!"

to one of those booming music stations that Justin hated.

"Yes. I made tea this morning:' Eugene reached for the cup and eased it out of Ida's hand.

Ten minutes later, Sheriff Jergins leaned with his back on his car, rubbing his forehead . Deputy Dunhill stood with his arms
crossed . Both men stood in silence, both uncomfortable.
A Toyota Corolla with a loud muffler parked close by. The driver's door squeaked open.

"Jerry, exactly what in the Hell was that?" Jergins asked as both officers walked back to the camp office.
"S heriff Jergins, just the person I wanted to see:'
"Sorry, Welby, I thought it was funny. I did:'
The sheriff reacted to the mention of his name. He smiled at a familiar face.
The sheriff winced at the sound of his first name. "First of all, this could be a crime scene. We've got a dead girl on
her way to the morgue. Second, the only 'Panthers' within a hundred miles of here are the football players at Miltonburg
High. Third, this place smells like shit so let's not try to spend our whole day here. Capiche?"

"Roland Spencer! I wondered how long it would be until we saw you today."
The editor, publisher, and chief writer of the Lake Twink Tribune approached and ran his free hand through his unruly bru-

"I didn't know you spoke German."

nette locks. His other hand pushed the record button on his cell phone.

"Shut up, Jerry."

"Do we h
d •
f · ommun·,ty;, I heard that it could have been an animal attack. Any suspects?"
ave a mur er 1n our arr c
•

The camp office and bait shop was surrounded by puddles. Barely any gravel was left on the walk. All along the
side wall, empty propane tanks lay on the ground as if they were beer cans tossed from a passing car.
The sign in the front window flashed "Welco ..." and hung crooked from a nail. The door stuck in the frame so Jerry leaned
int~ it with his hip to open it._ He knocked the cheap metal door bells off their hanger and they fell, tinkling their corn- 5
plaints, on the floor. Both officers breathed in the heavy smell of moldy earth and decay blended with the odor of worrn
from the humming bait tanks.
:rom .a back room, a deep male voice yelled, "Be there in a minute!" The voice emerged a large man matching the soun~,
in a dirty, unbuttoned flannel shirt and jeans. His stained t-shirt carried blotches of mot~r oil and breakfast. He rubbed htS
unshaven face and fixed the buckle on his belt.

"Rola d
- t ·gat·ron but I will ask that you don't freak everyone out until we can give
_ _
.
n , I can't comment on an on-going 1nves 1
You more facts. Don't you have anything else to write about?" he asked, slowly kicking the dirt in front of him.
''Sher'rff
k
h.
do My readers are gonna J·ump on this story like a hobo on a ham sandwich. It
, you nowt rs area as we 11 as 1 .
rtiight even get picked up by UPI."

1he 1
The billboard sign in front of Twinky's Tavern said "Home
ug Y gray dawn blossomed into a dreary gray morning.
.
Cook· ,,,
. .
.
The sheriff pulled off the highway and turned into the gravel
1n but that had been false advertising for a long trme.
.
.
Pork·
.
h
playing a muddy game of Twister. Filthy water splashed
rng lot, bouncing from pot hole to pot hole like t e car was
the sides of both doors. There were no yellow parking lines so all the cars clustered around the front door.

"What can I do for ya , sh en·ff;,· H ow 1ong ,ttl. my place don't look like an episode of NCEIS ?"
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The interior of t he diner had seen better days too. Not a single w indow was clean enough to see through clearly.
An unhappy clo ud of grease, cigarette smo ke, cheap cleaner, and sadness hung over the room . Jergins slid into a boo th
and the cracked vinyl upholstery pinched t he backs of his legs.

lot exactly. Flo, Doctor Ellingham called me. He says that the poor girl died after she hit her head on that old dock. It
asslippery and she was drunk. He found splinters in her shoulder and her feet."
Orence sat down next to her husband. She hooked her arm in his.

The w aitress, Angie, handed him a menu that looked like it had been held by hundreds of hands. Angie had been
too, over the years .

dbetter get the tickets in my hand first, then."

" What can I do ya fo r, sheriff?" Sh e raised her pa inted eyebrows and wrote on her notepad .
"Just coffee."
"Com in' right up !" Turni ng on her heels, she wiggled off to the kitchen and returned with a steaming carafe and a white
cup.
The sheriff watched w hil e she fi lled it . He overheard the three ladies at the next table.
"All I'm sayin ' is;' the fi rst one sa id, "i s that my Donny couldn't find my clinterious with a road map. I don't think he even
noticed if I was goin' through the change."
The second one added, "what I don't like is them hot flashes. I've been sweatin' like a convict:'
The third laughed . " I sweat so much in bed that my husband thinks I'm piss ... watch it ladies! It's the law! Good rnornin'.
Welby. How you today?"
·1ed
The sheriff got up and stood sm iling at their table. "Morning, Marlene. Charlotte. Donna . How are you?" All three srni
back.
goin'
Marlene as ked, "What's goin' on out at the pay lake? Did someone really get murdered? I thought you and Flo were
on vacation th is w ee k."
The sheriff's cell phone buzzed and saved him from an explanation .

aYt0
"Yeah, Sheriff Jergins ... ahh, doctor, what do we know?" He smiled at Marlene and motioned that he was walkin9 aW rear•
take the cal l. "You 're ki dd ing . Wel l, yeah, I guess that is good news in a way." He leaned in and put a finger in his 0th e
"How did ... uh huh ... sp li nters? Really? OK, doc, thanks for calling."
Jergins returned to the table.
" Lad ies, I have to get bac k to fighting crime. Big break in the case. Angie, how much for the coffee?"

That even ing, Sheri ff Jergins pulled into his driveway and sat for a minute in the darkness. Every speech he practiced in
his head on the way home had ended with his wife unconvinced and slamming the bedroom door in his face.
" Hello, I'm home. Honey ? Florence? "
rrn 5·
. both a
th
Florence Jergin s w alked out of the kitchen, wiping her hands on a towel. She grinn d and embraced him wi
" Hey, what's th is? I thought you would be mad ."

d he

Said

"Well, I was . Then I cal led the travel agent. You remember Betty? I told her the reason that we had to cancel an ~t the
that it wasn't a prob lem at all. She even offered me a better deal on the tickets because she wants to hear all abO
murder at Lake Tw ink. The whole town is excited . Will this get on the news?"
Welby sat on the couch and took off his shoes. He rubbed his feet for a minute.
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Adam Randolph

North to Canada

I pulled through a few obvious all-White towns. Pick-up trucks. Bigger pick-up trucks. Horses and cows. Sheep and llamas.
~onfe~erate flags of the North. Nothing I'm not used to en passant. A small town you would think you could hear ghosts
In at night.
My GPS show~d me I was 15 minutes or so from Rock House, the only true cave in the park according to my Google
searches. I decided to stop and completely fill up on gas and grab something extra to drink, more than was in my bugout
bags, for safety measures. I remind myself I'm Denzel Washington in The Book of Eli. I'm being on my first road trip
alone, actually expecting chaos to start up.

I drove North up l-675 in the direction I'd never driven . I've lived here in Dayton for nearly a decade - during the school
years at least - and now employed by the university year-round, I finally determined my time to explore, I guess. In actuality, I've taken North Korean nuclear threats and CNN's clips of intercontinental ballistic missiles as inflammatory reasons
to practice die-hard survival methods en route to Canada; I'm hoping to use a natural cave to stop the bomb impact or
fallout.
I first heard of Hocking Hills from some pretty inviting images portrayed on Facebook. A floral and grassy set of
cliffs with a waterfall background all leading down to some probably forbidden pool of wonders, and possibly viruses.
Looking back at what I believe was linked to the Facebook Post I saw: "Nope, this isn't a scene from Lord of the Rings ...it's

I e_
xited my car smushed close to the pump. Goal-minded and averting oppressions of the non-lookers. It would be one
thing to have walked up in a diner full of eyes piercingly hungry for solidarity in a White-town - I experienced that as a
child then again like just a year ago. It's another to be treated as if your very presence doesn't exist. This comfortable atmosphere must know to pretend Blacks don't really be here, I guess.
I walked to the station for water, past a full statured man who wouldn't look at me and I'm pretty sure behind a woman
who didn't think twice about holding the door open for me. I aggressed confidently over my nervousness through the
small store looking for those clear cooler doors in every gas station. A Black person or two might have meandered in and
out during that time and I thought about how hypersensitive Blacks like myself must come in here all the time. 1 watched
the clerk look to the customer in front of him in a way that let me know he'd just been looking at me.

Ohio! Hidden away in Hocking Hills State Park:'
There seem to be two different ways for danger when speaking with Whites in America, to speak overly friendly, as the
jigaboo best-friend they knew you always should be, leaving yourself vulnerable to whatever rhetoric they so please; or
to speak angrily in the face of a power-bearing racist who knows you're speaking angrily in the face of a power-bearing
I had to go.

racist.
And ... I needed water
I'm relieving myself outside in the restroom I might've managed to ask the clerk about. Conscious of not touchi ng much
of the contents around me, I dared myself to read the writing on the wall closest to me more than my subconscier.ce peripherally already was. By popular demand: "Fuck Hillary," "Vote Trump;' "Make America Great Again!" Posts like these
still had trolls, but only in puns I can't remember; no voice lashed back out. I used my elbows and jacket sleeves to get out

I didn't care about

the unsanitary place while trying to be respectful for some reason.

what lnstagram-type

Some pretty cool choppers were parked in anarchy just away from but not perpendicular with the parking lines they
avoided . I saw their possible owners swaggering nearby and calling at each other's company as if drawing invisible lines
of vocality for me to cross while I had better recognize they had nothing to do with me. Walking through to my car, I actu-

.
filter was probably

ally feared that they would be able to tell I had a permitted weapon on me. I thought of how they would just use it as a
Weapon against me, by physical removal due to strength in numbers or by unanimously telling authorities I had used it as
a threat so they pulled out their own more powerful weapons like the tow truck guy in Men In Black condescendingly say-

used to reel me in.

ing: " Pleeease ! "1 thought about how easy it would be to disappear there. I thought about the ways slavery had adapted
to time to never go extinct but still speak and work diligently as I stepped down into my car where I could finish being
confidently nervous.
1 came

on this trip wearing my pharaoh-inspired beard and my Native American poncho, MADE IN CHINA, bought off
Arnazon. Before heading up on N l-6lS earlier in the day, 1 had to tell a woman why I wore such intriguing attire at the
Burger King nearest to my home. 1 was just as racially alone, in Beavercreek, with my back to the Wal mart where John
Crawford was shot for carrying a toy gun the store had laying on the shelf in this open-carry state. I watched as a slender,
I cared about such natural

seasoned-aged woman stood up and looked elsewhere pretending not to approach me from her table while walking toWard me approaching me from her table. Somehow, she came with a familiar and friendly smirk of a smile. A smile that

beauty being right in my

said I knew that I needed her, knew I needed to be saved, knew I was different somehow and should or could be conve_rted at that very moment. She handed me a pamphlet and invited me to her church; but not before telling me my look

backyard and me having

is intriguing, that Jesus Christ died for all of our sins, and that they're having STEAK this Sunday (or Saturday). I seriously
c~nsidered having "steak," then thought of all the times my worrisome brother must have fallen trap to this rhetoric once

not yet known about it.

s e asked me too caringly if I needed a ride there.
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She as ked me if I w as Christian, and I stumbled, hoping to avoid the crusade-like talk I needed to have with her about
Christianity be ing fo rced upon my ancestors - and that I wasn 't just going with it anymore. Instead, I told her " I'm openminded;' partially soun di ng like someone's LGBTQ activist and still feared I might be committing blasphemy. She sat down
eventua lly, and I cont inu ed to eat while w atch ing the other Whites having just got done watching the scene we just had.
When I arrived t o a small pa rki ng lot of the Rock House Trail, I walked up a street of a hill quite upset about the not-sonatu re w alk until rea lizin g the ma in parking lot was at the top of the hill. A sign at the front of the trail said .6 miles long
and it sounded perfectly not too long . I hesitated my hike to let a couple walk past me, then saw a family goofing toward
my direction, then another two sets of hikers who acknowledged me and didn't acknowledge me respectively. There's no
chance I could get in tu ne with th is nature alone. No chance I could get weird and veer off trail a bit to look for unseen
shelter. There's no real chance to have even the demeanor of thinking so lawlessly into my survival element while knowing how easily bad a ph one ca ll to the pol ice, or just a racist power-bearing face, given the right description, can be.
Nuclear shelters, ev en the ones j ust for fallout, are typically low ground or underground, I think. I found myself up on an
Ohio mountain more East than North looking for deep shelter in a mostly open cave. The center of this concave feature
was indeed dark, so da rk I w as happy my bugout flashlight enabled me to assist some of the families I walked near in the
cave, and get some good moj o with them , with or without the one "Thanks" from a woman who at least somewhat noticed my real love ... or maybe just perceived a jigaboo moment. To be Black in America is to never be able to know many
things .
I told the woman in Bu rger King my poncho represented my Native American ancestors I don't know by saying simply,
" I'm Native American too(! );' with persistent nods of affirmation so much like Tourette's.
Though almost no one ever comments on my awry beard, it represents kingship of Egyptian royalty, of which I have no
idea of having any re lation to, I just know the possibilities I may have had pre-slavery, pre-colonization .
A coworker I'm qu ite associated with constantly tells me how happy she is with our university's Ancestry.com subscript ion, how easy it is to use, and what she's found out about her family from the 1700s. Once, I'd almost gathered the guts
to tell her that's not even possible for me. I traveled to Hocking Hills with my poncho knowing it used to be indigenous
land, hoping to somehow ca ll the nature of my indigenous ancestors for survival during an apocalypse.
I recently saw a post somewhere on line about bats performing acts of kindness to other bats in order for solidarity in
times of need . In these t imes of need, I hope we can all recognize the need to be bats when in caves, out of caves, or wherever forever. Because as of now, I still see being Black in America as being expected to live and die so Godly about being
Black in America. The idea of never being able to know things but still being called to move on. This may be the test all
know at death, but it may not be the test for a people to live by.
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